Mack Pads are manufactured using ATRO’s proprietary polyurethane. The characteristics of this ATRO Poly formulation is Shock Absorption.

In contrast, rubber Mack Pads and other polyurethanes are made with a high rebound material. With the high deflection rate of this material, it can cause vibration and road shock. This energy can transfer to other suspension components, trunnion assemblies and the cab.

Positive Effects of ATRO Poly in Mack Pads:

- Low Rebound, No Bounce Material
- Shock Absorbing Material
- Chemically Resistant to Contaminates

ATRO’s proprietary polyurethane takes the bounce out and acts to absorb shock, resulting in:

- Smoother Ride
- Longer Life and Extended Life of Attached Parts
- Less Cab Damage
- Reduction of T-Leaf Failure

**MA36500**
Mack Upper Load Pad
Mack 10QK365A

**MA37000**
Mack Upper Load Pad
Mack 10QK370

**MA36000**
Mack Lower Load Pad
Mack 10QK36B

Dimensions:
- Height: 2 1/2”
- Width: 4 1/2”
- Length: 6”
- Pin OD: 1 3/4”

Qty Per Vehicles: 4
**MACK PAD KITS**

**AFTERMARKET REPLACEMENT PARTS FROM ATRO®**
The longest lasting replacement parts for your Mack Pad needs.

### SK62-50340
**Insulator Kit w/Hardware & Spacer Blocks**
**Mack Camelback**

Contains:
- (1) SK50340-HW
  - (4) MA36000
  - (4) MA36500
  - (4) 7/8”-9UNC 4” Bolts
  - (12) 7/8”-14UNF 5” Bolts
  - (12) Locknuts
  - (16) Flat Washers
- (8) MS62-29246

Qty Per Suspension: 1
UPC Code: 751354039313

### SK62-50380
**Insulator Kit w/Hardware & Spacer Blocks**
**Mack Camelback**

Contains:
- (1) SK50380-HW
  - (4) MA36000
  - (4) MA37000
  - (4) 7/8”-9UNC 4” Bolts
  - (12) 7/8”-14UNF 6” Bolts
  - (12) Locknuts
  - (16) Flat Washers
- (8) MS62-29246

Qty Per Suspension: 1
UPC Code: 751354039306

### The Material

11 PROPRIETARY ATRO POLY FORMULAS

Upon evaluation of the application and the purpose/function of the part, ATRO will determine which specifically formulated poly. ATRO meets or exceeds OE specs, matches or improves ride performance.

POLYURETHANES ARE DIFFERENT
- Rebound
- Stronger not Harder
- Ranging Durometer
- Tensile Strength
- Tear Strength
- Compression Set
- Ultimate Elongation